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I

n this article we will discuss the question some features of
an incomplete text. Regarding a literary text as a secondary
modelling system in Lotman's sense, we will see that the
more the incomplete character of a literary text is stylized, the less it
will bear a mere accidental character. This manifests itself if we have
to do with a text containing another text, which is embedded into it. If
such an embedded text is in its turn fragmentary, this quality will
seem to be the result of a literary procedure. Pu'skin's story Egipetskie noti (Egyptian Nights) is illustrative in so far as the literary procedure used for its realization is that of duplication. Before discussing this problem in somewhat more detail, we should pay more attention to the implications of Lotman's 'distinction between primary and
secondary modelling systems.
In the latter's view, the first indicate 'ali sign-systems (which presuppose an addresser and an addressee), and which are constructed
as a language-system in its ideai form. Secondary systems are constructed after the model of primary systems; in them one or more
aspects of an ideai language-system is realized. They can, in their
turn, be refined. For instante, in a language-system a clear languagecode should be identifiable (t•is is the case in natural and scientific
language-systems). In its turn a text is a refined sign-system because
it should be written in a language.the code of which is known to the
perceivers. Similarly art is a-sign-system as it presupposes a generai
code identifiable to viewers. A work of art is in its turn a refined system of signs containing a code of its own (Lotman 1981: 23). Lotman's system is based on the idea that there exist hierarchical relationships between the constituent parts of primary and secondary
modelling systerns. He demonstrates that the more of these parts are
realized the more concrete a whole system becomes. The hieràrchical
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relationship existing between a concrete language and a text written in
that language manifests itself in so far as a mere language-code which
is known but which is not realized in any text, is unthinkable. To put
it bluntly, an ideal language system in its quality of a primary-modelling system does not exist at all. On the other hand, oral or verbal
texts the language-code of which is unknown, do exist. It is their fate
to remain unidentified as long as their code remains unriddled.
Following Lotman's reasoning consistently one is, in one's quest
for an ideal primary-modclling system, confronted with the problem
concerning the difference of being versus non-being. Aristotle, in his
Metaphysics, has given a key for the solution of this problem by his
distinction between 'the unreal' and the `real.' He uses the qualifications `potency' (dunamis) versus `energy' (energeia), or `entelechy'
(entelecheia). Between these, in his view, the `possible' (dunaton)
functions as the intermediary as it may either indicate something
which is real and something which is not (Met. 1050 b 12ff. and
1051 a 6-17). This intermcdiary form is rooted in `matter' (hulè)
(Met. 1032 a 20ff., 1039 b 29f.). The essente of 'matte consists in
the fact that it is completely open, i. e. it may be realized in all directions (Met. 1032 a 20ff.). The Aristotelian concept of the unreal
epotency versus the real Cenergy I with the `possible' as their intermediary has been realized in language-systems in elements with a
signalling, or deictic, function and those without one. By the first we
should understand interrogative and negative statements as well as
statements with an illocutionary force. The definition of the latter is
based on the assumption that the meaning of language-utterances is
less important than the actions which their producer or perceiver
carry out in the process of producing or perceiving respectively. All
statements with a signalling, or deictic, function presuppose an answer to a question which is implicit to them. Consequently, they condition the continuation of the text in which thy occur.
The hierarchical character of the relation between statements with
a deictic function and without one is evident as soon as it becomes
clear that the actions which the first elicit from the perceiver have
been carried out. At that moment the statement has passed from a statement with an illocutionary force, or, generally, with a deictic function, into one without it. The answers to such statements emit a clear
signal that the addressee has carried out one or more actions, thus
enabling the continuation of the linguistic text. Whether this is continued, and, if so, how it looks like, is conditioned by the character of
the addressee's reaction.
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In the difference between statements with and without a deictic
function the Aristotelian difference between the 'unrear and the 'real'
manifests itself. Thus the first kind of statements has a range of merely potential meanings which have not yet been realized. Whereas statements with a deictic function bear an ideai i. e. potential, character,
the character of sentences without that function is more concrete. Reference should be made, in this regard, to Aristotle's observation that
the 'possible' (dunaton) is maximally open, and may be realized in all
directions. Summarizing, the hierarchical relationship existing between statements with and without a deictic function is of the same
kind as that which exists between secondary and primary modelling
systems because both can be said to be based on Aristotle's definition
of the 'possible' (dunaton) which serves as an intermediary between
'potency' and 'energy'. 'Possible' elements in a literary work manifest themselves in open or white spaces. Spatially determined elements in a literary texts (such as drawings) and temporally-determined ones in paintings (such as letters and words) bring about what
has been called a secondary illusion. 1 The potential character of open
spaces in a text and letters in a painting and a sculpture results in the
fact that more light is thrown on their producer or perceiver and that,
consequently, a contact is established between them and the representation. Thus a coincidente takes piace in it of the perceiver's standpoint with that of the modelled world. The procedure of inserting
white spaces in a text, when applied consistently, leads to a total absence of verbal signs. 2
This definition also gives a key for Aristotle's interpretation of a
literary work as such. His conception of a literary work is based on
the idea that an author or artist should introduce elements with a mimetic character as much as possible, avoiding those with a narrative,
or signalling, function (Poet. 60a 5-11). Homer is illustrative in this
regard as he approaches the epic as a dramatist rather than as a narrator. 3 Also Paul Valéry's conception of the work of art reflects Aristo-

1 This phenomenon was alrcady studiai in the eighteenth century by Lessing as
well as F. Hemsterhuis. Sce the latter's Lettre sur la sculpture a Monsieur De Smeth,
ancien Prés. de la Ville d'Amsterdam, Amsterdam. See also .1. Kestner 1981.
2 Elsewhere I discussed in somwhat more detail the implications of the procedure
by which signs originating from a system obeying a code different from the standard
code of the work under discussion are inserted in that work (see Waszink 1994).
3 In other words, for him a poet is 'maker' (poein) in the process of artistic imita-
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tle's viewpoint that in a literary work its creator should give a mere
initial signal after which the work progresses on its own. In his observations concerning what he calls the aesthetic infinite Valéry develops the idea that the satisfaction of aesthetic stimuli takes piace in a
manner contrary to that of ordinary, purely physical stimuli. For instance, hunger and thirst can be satisfied in the ordinary way if the
recipient just takes food and drink. However, in aesthetic matters, a
recipient does not merely want to quench his aesthetic thirst. He also
wants to continue the feeling that he enjoys the tasse of the food. He
will, consequently, postpone the moment of the complete satiation of
his hunger as long as posAible. In aesthetic matters, otherwise than in
ordinary ones, the relationship between a stimulus originating from a
need and its satisfaction mutually condition each other. Thus from the
satisfaction of an aesthetic need a different need will originate. This,
in its turn, wants to be satisfied. As soon it is another stimulus will
anse and so on (Valéry 1964: 81). Valéry's idea of beauty as being
marked by a complete absence of either iconic or verbal signs can be
caid to be based on Aristotle's distinction between 'potence' (dunamis) and 'energy' (energeia), with the 'possible' (dunaton) serving
as their intermediary. geference should be made to the latter's observation that an artist or writer should represent his represented figures
as both similar to and greater than living people (Poet. 48a 4-7). This
implies that any perceiver should, in order to get an insight in the
development of a literary figure firstly receive a stimulus originating
from the fact that he recognizes him or her. This stimulus, however,
does not stand alone because it also conditions the continuation of
the text and how it looks like if it is continued. Thus the Aristotelian
•dunaton, enabling the cognition by the perceiver of new elements in a
text, manifests itself.
A parallel should be drawn between the earlier-mentioned deictic
statements and primitive narrative genres such as the epos (particularly in Aristotle's conception) on the one hand, and Valéry's idea of
the satisfaction of aesthetic stimuli on the other. It was seen that in a
primary modelling system like a language deictic statements are mar-

tion (mimèsis) rather than a man who merely occupies himself with speech (legein).
Consequently, he argues that a poet should merely put his figures on the stage, suggesting that they should be able to develop themselves within the framework of the
plot, on their own will. See also G. Else Else, Aristotle's Poetics: the Argument,
Boston 1956.
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ked by a maximal openness and that no clear meaning is expressed in
them. This maximal openness implies a certain negative character. Acdordingly, in a secondary modelling system like literature, the Russian folk-epos is illustrative of a genre in which, due to its primitive
character, elements with a deictic function play a a key role. These
derive their function from their open, or negative character. By the
use of eleménts with a deictic function a reciter brings about a double
effect. On the one hand he one-sidedly introduces an inventory of the
world by evoking constituent parts of reality. On the other hand, by
denying them or leaving their realization undecided he enables other
parts of reality to realize themselves. By using this procedure the
reciter guarantees his own as well as the perceiver's freedom. Thus
the motif `freedom' is evidently associated with that of `negation'.
Reference should again be made to Homer who introduces a narrative, developing itself according to an invariable plot (muthos), as
well as literary figures, but then withdraws himself from the scene
(see note 3). The same freedom is expressed in Valery's image of a
hungry person who may either immediately eat his food neglecting its
excellent taste by so doing, or forgetting the unpleasant feeling of
hunger for a moment in order to enjoy the food better. Actually the
feeling of joy of a person who enjoys the taste of food is maximal at
the beginning of his meal, i. e. when he has not eaten anything at all
as yet. At that moment the food stili has a maximally signalling
function. Valéry has continued his idea of a hungry person whose
taste of food is maximal at the beginning of a meal in his conception
of beauty. Man experiences this in its optimal form at the moment he
stili expects it. Valéry's idea of beauty implies that it is maximal in a
work with a fragmentary character.
What has ali this to do with Puskin? Essentially a fragmentary
character is distinctive of many works written during the period of
Romanticism. 4 In Russia this is the period from about 1820 to about
1850. Pakin is a typically transitional figure in Russian literature. as
his works show neoclassica) as well as romantic traits. Their often

4 See, in this regard, M. A. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory
and the Criticai Tradition, 1958, 134 ff. This fragmentary character often manifests

itself in its concrete form in the phenomenon of silence, which is applied as a literary
procedure (see, for instance, Puskin's letter to Vjazemskij of February 6, 1823 in
which he defends its use in The Prisoner of the Caucasus, as well as the verses Osen' of
1833).
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fragmentary character bears testimony to the latter. Thus in the neoclassical conception a work of art should always be complete. In this
regard in the latter a clear distinction is made between a producer and
a perceiver. As far as the creative process was considered, the artist
was considered absolutely superior to the perceiver (Blagoy 1982:
169). In the romanticists conception, however, this clear border-line
is blurred. A romantic work of art is suggested to have come about as
a result of a free interaction between a producer and a perceiver.
Consequently, in the romantic conception, the more possibilities a
work of art offers its perceivers to realize it according to his own wishes, the more it is ideai. In other words, an ideally romantic work is
fragmentary . 5
Pu'skin's works are exemplary in this regard. It may occur that
their fragmentary character is introduced as a literary procedure. Thus
the author may intentionally leave a reader free to fili an open space
in a work in accordance with his own wishes. For instance, he may
simply leave his work, allegedly not knowing its ending. In Evgenij
Onegin the author uses different procedures to leave something he
cannot say (Blagoy 1982: 174). First of all we are confronted there
with many 'empty stanzas' bearing a number only. Furthermore, it
contains unfinished_ •text parts, as well as ali kinds of word-plays,
enabling the author to 'escape' from the work, in the above-mentioned way.6 The suggestion of the fragmentary character of Evgenij
Onegin is raised in degrees. Originally it was the author's intention to

5 For the ideai character of the fragment in the romantic conception as being both
complete and unfinished, see C. Rosen, H. Zemer, Romanticism and Realism. The
mythology of Nineteenth-Centwy Art. New York 1984, 25.
6 The famous concluding-lincs are, of course, illustrative. Thus in the forty-eighth
stanza of the last section the writer says: "H 3ACCI3 repos] moero / B mmmyry 3)1Y10
4/151 mero, / 4HTaTeJlb, Mbl T eilepb ocranstm / Flanonro, manceuta" ("And here my
hero/ At an unkind minute for film,/ Reader, we shall now leave/ For long, for ever";
the translation is taken from Pushkin 1975: 307. This sudden farewell, in the middle
of the text, is confirmed, in the concluding lines of the last stanza, by the image of a
guest, leaving the feast of life: "bilasKen KTO lipamtnix )KH31111 patio / Ocrasm.n,
He ,Etonma AO 4ma Bokafia tiofinoro Kro He /10Me.11 ee poMaHa/ N aitpyr
ymen paccrarbcm e HHM , / Kai< si e Olier141IbIM MOHM" ("Blest who life's banquet
early/ Left, having not drained to the bottoni/ The goblet full of wine;/ Who did not
read life's novel to the end/ And all at once could part with it/ As I with my Onegin",
idem, 309) From this image this passage derives a signalling function. Therefore, it
gives the reader a send off from the text.
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let his hero depart from the capital for a long journey after his last
meeting with the heroinc. 7 In other words, Evgenij Onegin ends, via
several intermediate stages in the form of all kinds of all kinds of
fragmentary parts and text-variants. 8
We shall not discuss in detail the intricate problem bere how
Puskin's Egyptian Nights carne about. Th'è:essential question can be
raised why the definite version of the poem, dealing with Cleopatra
had to wait ten years before it appeared and, when it did, why it was
published within the framework of an incomplete prose text! 9 We will
follow the historical reconstruction of its development, which is
given in Bondi (1931: 212). The latter distinguishes the following
stages:

7 Summarizing, whcrcas the projected work as a whole shows the following sequence of chapters: 1-7, [Journey of Onegin], 9, [10], the realized work, however,
shows the sequence 1-8, [9: Journey of Onegin], [10]. Summarizing, there are 8 devised and realized chapters, one merely devised chapter 10, and a partly realized, merely
potential, chapter 9, although that chapter is not officially indicated as such. (See
also Pulkin 1937:'t. 6, 661) In other words,whereas it is difficult to identify the exact
content and nature of the chapters 8 and 9, there is a clearly projected chapter 10. This
was devised in 1829, and burnt by the author in 1830. h was the author's intention
that Onegin should either perish in the Caucasus, or turn up among the Decembrists
(Puikin 1957: t. 5, 9-213, and 581-608; here: 604) Originally the `Journey of Onegin' had been publishcd independently, as an apart section, to be included in section
7, with information about its origin and a motivation of the strange succession of the
sections [see Pushkin. 1975: vol. IV (Fragmcnts of Onegin's Journey), as well as vol.
III (Comm. on Chapters Six w Eight, `Onegin's Journey' and Chapter Ten). As an autonomous eighth section it was reworked by the poet at Boldino in the autumn of
1830 (Pulicin 1957: t. 5, 9-213; 581-608; here: 603) The present section 8 would
have to be reworked and become section 9 (idem, 603).
8 The fact that the ccnsor forbade the printing of the `Journey' did not prevent the
author from realizing his work as a successful whole (Blagoy 1982). This fact endorses the idea that a decision not to realize a text, either originating from an author or
from an external source, may be well used as an artistic procedure. From this fact the
effect of the tsarist negative censorship could bc explained as far as it did not prevent
one of the greatest literatures, i.e. Russian nineteenth-century literature, to come
about.
9 The idea to realize the theme of Cleopatra in prose-form wds brought up for the
first time by the author in his fragmentary tcxt entitled Iloneerrb H3 pxmcKoti *143H11;
begun in 1833. it contains trans]ations of verses by Horace, Anacreon and Petronius.
Apparently already then the poet reit that the poetica] texts would be framed by a
prose-text with a clear sujet. (sce Kazanovi 1934: 187-204; here: 188).
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1. the first edition of the poem Kleopatra, inserted into it, was
written in 1824;
2. this edition was reworked in 1827;
3. the author decided to insert the poem into a prose-text, dealing
with a contemporary subject, probably in 1835. This resulted in the
incomplete short-story Mbl npoBaamnks Bevep tia •„gatte y Kfifirlifiti a
(We passed the evening at Piincess' D's data). In that story the theme
of Cleopatra was realized in the form of a poem. The originai, first as
well as second editions of the poem were considerably reworked for
that goal. The author motivated his need to insert a poem with this
theme into a prose text dealing with a contemporary topic by the introduction of the historical figures of .Napoleon and Madame De Staél
allegedly discussing the queition who should be considered the greatest woman on earth and why (Bondi 1931: 203).
4. Having decided not to complete the above-mentioned story, the
author decided to write a new story, entitled Egyptian Nights. In this
story the poem would have to be recited by an Italian improviser.
Which version of the poem would be inserted, is unknown, as the
story ends with the words: ~poi:1113a~ Hamanacb (386) (The imrirovisation had begun'). Summarizing, the gap between the time at
which the prose-text and that at which the poem takes piace is bridged
by one of those foreign improvisers who often visited Moscow and
St. Petersburg ip the beginning-years of the nineteenth century (see
Kazanovit 1934: 190; Gofman 1935: 13).
5. For the description of the protagonist earskij, in the first section of the story, the author made use of a fragment, written in 1830,
entitled OTpbIBOK (Fragment). This begins with the words: Hecmarpsi
Ha Benknoie nprtmyluec -raa... It contains a description of the piace of
a poet in the world, and has a highly autobiographical character
(Bondi 1931: 203). Moreover, the story also includes the text of the
improvisation which the improviser recites for earskij. This is a reworked version of two stanzas of an incomplete poem, written in
1832-33, called, after the name of its protagonist, Eerskij (Bondi
1931: 193). 1 ° We will just take for granted that the story is incomplete, and, consequently, bears that fragmentary character which is
illustrative of a romantic literary work.

10 Pulkin corrected and adapted the stanza for Egyptian Nights. For the draft of
these adapted texts, see Pulkin 1940: 84-857.
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Duplication is an effcctive procedure to give a text a romantic
character as it suggests that a text is complete even when it seems to
be fragmentary (R2evskij 1976: 133)! Thus, incomplete as the text is,
the introduction in it of a completely new heroine (Cleopatra), prolongs and illustrates the prose-text; it completes the text as a whole
(R2evskij 1976: 133)." Thus it is evident that the procedure of duplication when applied consistently, ultimately leads to a moment at
which the reading-process is concluded. At the same time Valéry's
earlier-mentioned observation concerning the reverse satisfaction of
aesthetic signals is confirmed by the fast that the poetic text dealing
with Cleopatra, is left incomplete. In other words, this feature gives
the text the quality of a question, which must be answered. This answer, however, is not given because we are at the end of the text.
The heading Egipetskie noti bears a highly potential (or signalling) character. Thus it evokes in the reader an expectation as to the
content of the story. This expectation may either be confirmed or not.
The heading postpones the moment the text is fully identified in the
manner outlined by Valéry. Thus the first sentences of the first chapter do not show any links with the heading. Reference must again be
made to the Aristotelian concept of a work of art as coming about as a
result of a combination of processes of recognition and cognition.
Thus the sense of the words `Egyptian Nights is `kept removed' from
the reader as long as possiblc. Thus only at the end of the story,
where we are confronted with the poem embedded into it, the content
of the title re-appears, in the poem's heading: Cleopatra e i suoi
amanti. In other words, during the progress of the narrative the sense
of the heading becomcs clear. Thus the suggestion is raised of a
circle which more and more closes itself in the course of the readingprocess until finally the poem and the story's heading meet. The
parallel with deictic statements presents itself again. In the same way
as these leave a perceiver free to carry out the action implied by the
statement, a heading in a literary text which bears no semantic links
with the following text-parts leaves a reader free to realize the following text according to the expectation evoked by the heading.

11 As far as the poem on Cleopatra continues and illustrates the prose-text, Tynjanov's observations concerning illustrations in a verbal text Are essential, in so far as
these should be unrelated to the text-fragments, i. e prolong them rather than that
they should repeat them. This problcm has been discussed in more detail in Waszink
1994.
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The process of postponing the moment of aesthetic recognition
which should precede that of cognition is particularly realized by means of duplication. Generally speaking all motifs are presented as
being split up. The procedure of negation plays a key role in this regard. Reference should again be made to the essence of the first
chapter which lies in the fact that, for the time being, the reader's expectation evoked by the headirig is not honoured. For instance, the
heading evokes the suggestion of a Southern setting whereas the
story takes piace in a Northern capitai. Then, in the story a poem appears. In other words, the phenomenon of duplication is realized by
the opposite genres of prose and poetry. The introduction of poetry
into the prose-text is motivated as at its beginning a poet is operative.
The realization of this motif is postponed as the latter is not the maker
of the poem on Cleopatra which concludes the text. The realization of
opposite motifs is continued as earskij presents himself as a normal
person whereas the public continuously claims its rights over him as
a poet. éarskij in other words, is regarded by the public as a poet in
the Horatian sense as he serves, in their view, for their profit and delight (372). earskij himself covers all symptoms from which his poetical~ activities might become manifest. Thus he passes himself off as a
dandy, his stùdy is always well-cleaned and so on. The postponement of the image of a poet arising in this way, is in its turn confirmed by the fact that the public nevertheless goes on asking him for
more information atout his poetical activities: `Didn't you write something new?' it asks (373).12
Particular attention should be paid to the language-codes as they
also manifest how in the procedure of duplication the opposition
`positive'/'negative' plays a key-role. Firstly the motif of 'the poèt'
realized as it is in the improviser is linked with that of a double language-code. Thus as soon as the improviser is introduced the
language is shifted from Russian to French and then to Italian. This
shift of language codes takes piace in an intricate manner. Thus the
report of earskij's confrontation with the Italian runs as follows:
BaM Ha4o6Ho? cnpoctiji ero Liapcariti Ha gipaHuyacicom
[to which the latter answcrs] – Signor, – oTaeHa.n HHocrpaHeu
c 1-1,13KHMil noic.noHarviH, —.Lei voglia perdonarmi se... (374).
tiTO

313bIge

12 The tests are taken from Pulkin 1958, the translation from Pushkin 1983. When
no page-numbers are mentioned behind the latter, the translations are mine as I considered the translations of those passages not literal enough.
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"What do you want?" Charskii asked him in French. 'Signor', answered
the foreigner with low bows, "lei voglia perdonarmi se..." (251 - Italics
mine, PMW)

It is illustrative that the narrator does not bring about a complete
shift of the attention from an external to an internai viewpoint. The
signalling function of the non-Russian text-parts resides in the fact
that they alternate with text-parts in which the originai code (Russian)
is restored. Thus earskij's question is reported, by the external narrator, to be posed in French, but the text of that question itself is
rendered in the narrator's norm-language, i. e. Russian. Something
similar occurs in the following passage where the improviser who is
supposed to speak Italian only, informs earskij as follows:
neananagancioA xmowiroc, — FOESOpitIl 11C3I1aKOMbiR, — 06CT051 npitnyaitnit MCH51 OCIaBliTb OTCLICCTBO (375).
"I am a Neapolitan artist", said the stranger, "Circumstances forced me to
leave my country" (251).
TeJlbCTBa

Here again the words by the artist who is supposed to speak Italian only, are neverthcless rendered in Russian. Also in this passage
it is evident that the alternation of Italian and Russian as language codes is used as a literary procedure. From this alternation the passages
written in Russian and Italian derive their signalling function. Thus
the introduction of Italian as a language-code does not imply that
from that moment in the text on Italian will bc the norm-language.
Firstly in the above-mentioned passage the improviser is introduced
as consistently speaking Italian only. Then, however, the situation
changes; see his words to earskij in which he implores his help:
Ha,nelocb, cnrnop, L1TO nim e/tenaci e Apy*eckoe acnomo>kenae
cnoemy co6pa i ouni6ac i ceb, curiiop, npepnan ero 4apcKnil
(375).
"I hope signor, that you'll do a brothcrly favour to your fellow-artist..."
(251) "You are mistakcn, signor", Charskii intcrrupted him (252).

Thus the use of the word 'signor' indicates that the speaker is an
Italian. However, in the progress of the text use is again made of
Russian. Consequently, it is suggested that either the Italian speaks
Russian, or that he spcaks Italian only, which is, however, translated
by the narrator on behalf of his readers. Similarly earskij is presented
as speaking both Italian and Russian. His speech is, in its turn, rendered in Russian apparently on behalf of the same readers. In'other
words, here the phenomenon is scen at work that the viewpoint shifts
from an external perceiver (speaking Russian) to an internai one who
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speaks and understands Italian in the same way as the improviser
does
The play with the language-codes is made more complicated at the
end of the story. This moment is anticipated at the end of section 1,
when earskij has convinced the improviser to appear before the St.
Petersburg high society. Originally the latter resists to do so under
the pretext that his performance will hardly be accepiable for his audience because its members do not master the Italian language. But
earskij thinks that they will come anyhow as they will regard the appearance of the Italian as a social event. At the beginning of the evening itself described in section 3, the improviser reads out the subjects which have been set to him. The first of these is is presented in
its Russian version first, followed by its Italian one: Cemenc -rBo
lieFitim (La famiglia dei Cenci). The following ones are given in Italian
only: L'ultimo giorno di Pompei, Cleopatra e i suoi amanti, La primavera veduta da una prigione and Il trionfo di Tasso (384). These subjects should, in other words, be considered as being translated for
the improviser from Russian into his vernacular as the reader has
been informed beforehand that the audience does not speak Italian.
The man turns to a pretty girl in the audience asking her to make a
choice from these subjects; she reads aloud the paper on which the
subject 'Cleopatra' has been written. The pretty girl, apparently,
speaks Italian, as she understands what the improviser wants from
her. But not only she understands him. Thus, the Italian asks the audience to specify which lover is meant, adding the words: 'perché la
grande regina n'aveva molto..' (386). The gentlemen react to these
words with a thundering laughter; in other words, they apparently do
understand Italian very well. Summarizing, in the last section the subtle play with language codes is elaborated consistently. This play is
used as an effective means to postpone the moment at which the perceiver identifica the aesthetic stimulus. Thus each time the perceiver
seems to have found the code for its correct interpretation it appears
to have run away under his fingers. Consequently, it is evident how
in the intricate play with language-codes the opposition 'positive'
versus 'negative' is associated with that of `norm-language' versus
`deviant language' (not this, but that language). •
The phenomenon of duplication also manifesta itself in the realization of the theme of 'inspiration'. The procedure of duplication is
particularly used to demonstrate the processes of recognition and cognition taking piace in the producer and the perceiver. Pus'skin rejects
the idea that by inspiration a work of art can be created which is a
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mere result of imitation of an existant model. If this were the case it
would imply that the new work would bear just one code, i. e. the co-.
de of the originai work» The proccsses of recognition and cognition
combined as they are in the modi' of `inspiration' is described as
follows at the morning the improviscr is introduced. Then earskij is
presented as follows:
Onna>Knbi ywom qapeiGifi LISIBCTBOBan TO 611arOnaTHOC pacno.no*erie nyxa, KorAa Me4TaHHA ABCTBOIIHO pricylorcsi nepen salmi H
Bbl o6peTaeTe *Habie, tleo>KNttaHtlWe crioBa Tosi aon.noatenrisi
BKLIelik12 BauIHX, KorIla CTHXH nerKo no*aTesi non nepo Baule H
3By4nbie plicpmbi 6CryT naBc rpet-iy eTpohnoll Mb/C.T1H. qapcimh
norpy*en 661J1 jiyunolo B wianocTlioe 346Bemie... H OBOI- , H MtleHHA
caeTa, vi ero co6c mem-me npHtlynbi 113151 Hero ne cyuiecTaosami.
OH rivican OFHX11 (373).
One morning Charskii felt he was in that exuberant.state of mind when
fantasies anse before you in clear outline, when you find vivid, unexpected words in which to incarnate your visions, when verses readily
lie down under your pen, and when resonant rhymes run up to meet
well-ordered thoughts. His spirit was immersed in sweet oblivion— The

13 For instante, in his review O zapiskach Sansona, written at the occasion of the
publication of Sanson's Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire de la Revolution Francaise
he criticizes Victor Hugo, who, in his novel Le dernier jour d'un condamné, from
1829, had sought inspiration in the memoirs of the French police-spy Vidocq. In
other words, by his criticism he stressed the danger of merely copying the writings of
this man. See Pulkin 1958: t. 7, 104-106; here: 105, as well as 674. Pulkin particularly loathed Vidocq as the latter reminded him of the Russian second-rate writer and
police-spy F. F. Bulgarin. See in this regard bis O zapiskach Vidoka in Puikin 1958:
t. 7, 147-148, and, in part. the note on 697. Rather should, in Pulkin's view, the
creative moment, evoked by a process of cognition taking piace in the perceiver,
clearly manifest itseif in an artistic work. This should be evident from the fact that the
work is the result of inspiration which can be identified by a few initiated persons
only, i. e. not just recognized by all people. See his verse-lines entitled 2ukovskomu
dating from 1818: "Korna CMC115110TCSI B11)1ClibA / Flepen -rodon B Bonwe6Hon
r.frne / H 6ble-rpbl xanoil moxiloBenbsi /rniztew noiibewneT Ha vene, / Tbi npaB,
-

TB01314111b Tb1 LUISI HeM1101- 14X, /

He Ansi

cyRen,/ He Los' c6i4pa -reneti
Ho ami apy3eFs Ta.riairra crrporlix / CBA-

3aBUCTAHRUX

y6orMx /qpicrix Cy)KneliHI H BeCTen /
uleffilon HCTHHbI Apy3eti" CWhen visions

succeed each other/ Before you in an enchanting haze/ And the swift cold of inspiration/ Will make your hairs stand on end,/
You are right; you are creating for fusi a few ,/ Not for envious criticastersi Not for the
wretched collectors/ Of others' criticisms and gossipj But for the strict friends of talenti The friends of sacred truffi (Ptiskin 1956: I, 336).
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world, the opinions of the world and his own conceits did not exist for
him.He was writing verses (250).

Thus the fact that inspiration is conditioncd by the recognition of
a model from reality is expressed by the language-code which the
thoughts of the poet should obey. The latter finds words (which are,
by definition, recognizable to all people) to express his thoughts. But
these are subject to his own, strictly personal, will. The motif of
`obeying' is also expressed by the idea that the words 'readily lay
down under the pen'. The process of cognition of new idear, evoked
by the words, on the other hand, is emphasizcd as the thoughts (recognizable as they are because thcy are expressed in generally understandable words), are identificd by the perceivcr as original, living
organisms. This appears from the use of the words `vivid' and 'unexpected'. The motif 'oblivion', as bcing distinctive of them, should
also be mentioned in this regard, because the theme 'inspiration' is
often associated with it. The motif 'oblivion' is also expressed by the
words `did not exist'. Gcnerally speaking the suggestion that the ordinary world does not exist is presented as bcing distinctive of a
poet. Summarizing, the motif of 'oblivion' postpones the correct
identification of the text in the manner explaincd by Valéry. Thus in
the above-mentioned passage it is evident that a poetic text is supposed to come about as a result of a process in which a question is raised which evokes a stimulus in a perceiver ("you"). It was seen that
the answer to this question and the question itself in their turn mutually condition each other. In the above-mentioned example the signalling function of the question and the answer is evident as the .
stimulevokdbyh ntfispraoedvwhics
expressed by the motif of 'oblivion'. This void, in its turn, transforms itself in the result of a creative activity: `I-le wrote verses'. The
realization of the theme of 'inspiration' as bcing the resulte,of processes of recognition and cognition is claborated in the person of the
improviser. The motif of 'oblivion', i. e. non-existence plays an important role within the text of the improvisation too. The figure of the
poet is introduced there as bcing blind, not perceiving anything of
the world surrounding him:
fIO3T HrACT — OTKpb1Thl
HO OH ne BkinHT nuxoro

(379)
The poet walks; his lids are opcn,
But he does not see anybody

And later on, ordinary man says to him:
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Ha CTp0171116111 mup Thl CMOlpuilib cmy 1- 110
Your view of the orderly world is blurred.

The motif "oblivion" also shatters the border of this text, thus
entering that of the embedding prose-text:
ilTallbANOL.1 yMOJ1K...
u3ym.nemihnl H paCTpOraHHblh
(380).
The Italian grew silent... earskij was silent, astonished and moved.

The motif of 'oblivion' is also realized in that of 'freedom', expressed in the prose-text in which the improvisation is embedded:
Bar orni, BallbH0 nepeTtainume OT U IHM N3 tiaumx npust-resteR co c.nos,
coxpanummixest B naborru llapcKoro (379).
Here they [i.e. the verses of the improviser] follow, – a free translation by
a friend of what Charskii could recali (254).

The motif 'freedom' is, of coursc, opposed to that of 'constraint'.
See the improviser's reaction to the theme which is set to him:
rsta3a 11Tal11251FILAa 3acsepka.rm, Oli B351./1 lieCK0J11.3K0 agkopnos, ropno
nomisin ronosy N ~mie c rpoctm, moa*enkte mruoBertuoro ListaCTBa, CTp0F11-10 mine-remi 143 yCr ero (379).
The Italian's eyes flashed, hc played a fcw chords, proudly raised his head,
and ardent, passionale stanzas, the expression of a momentary feeling, rose
from his lips (254).
The use of the word 'orderly' is again illustrative; see the image of
the verses earskij writes which are presented as running-up to meet
`well-ordered thoughts'. In the latter passage the motif of 'freedom'
is realized by that of and `running-up', that of `constraint' —
by that of 'orderliness'. In this passage, however, that of 'freedom'
is realized in the image of 'fire' (see the words 'flashed', `ardent',
`passionate'). Summarizing, the improvisation results from a combination of the opposed processes of recognition and cognition, realized by the motifs of 'freedom' and 'constraint.' The motif 'inspiradon' is again illustrative in this regard; see the theme, set by earskij
to the improviser: 'A poet chooses the subjects of his songs himself;
the crowd has no right to command his inspiration' (254). On the one
hand inspiration is presented here as being the result of a poet's own
free choice. However, exactly the fact that in this passage this theme
is set by a force external to the improviser contradicts its content. In
other words, an intricate play of the motif of 'inspiration' as being
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the result of a combination of the processes of cognition and recognition takes piace. The processes are presented as mutually conditioning each other. Thus on the one hand earskij sets the theme to the
improviser in his quality of an external force but this quality contradicts the other aspect of his personality as he is a poet too. See the
discussion on the nature of inspiration following the improvisation:
Kay! 4y*asi Mbleflb 4yrb xocHy.nacb Bavero c.nyxa H yxce c-ra.na
saweio CO6CTBeHH010, KaK 6yTIT0 Bbl C Hero HocKnHcb, neneAnH, pa3akulanH ee 6ecnpec-raHHo (380).
How can it be, [Carskij Wonders] that someone else's idea, which has
only just reached your ear, immediately became your own property, as if
you had carried, fostèred, and nurtured it continuously?
The Italian's answer is:
06pa3om Ba5ITejlb B xycice Kappapcxoro mpamopa BlIANT coxpbrroro lOrm -repa N BbIBOAHT ero Ha
CBeT, pentom H MO.TIOTOM pampoUnn ero o6o.nonKy? (381)
Every talent is inexplicable. How can a sculptor see a Jupiter hidden in a
slab of Carrara marble and bring it to light, chipping off its shell with
chisel and hammer? (255). 14
BCAKHR TallaHT HeN3b5ICHHM. KalaIM

14 The improviser's words concerning the sculptor refer to Michelangelo's verses,
devoted to Vittoria Colonna, starting as follows: Non ha l'ottimo artista alcun concetto/ c'un marmo solo in sé non circonscriva/ Col superchio, e solo a quello arriva/
la man che ubbidisce all'intelletto (`No block of marble but it does not hide/ The
concept of a living in the artist's mind-/ Pursuing it inside that form, he'll guide/ His
hand to shape what reason has defined'). The translation originates from:
Michelangelo: Life, Letters, and Poetry. Sel. and tr. with an Introduction by G. Bull.
Poems tr. by G. Bull and P. Porter. Oxford 1987, p. 153. (The World's Classics). As
far as the combination of recognition and cognition, expressed in this manner is
concerned, reference should also be made to E. A. Baratynskij's poem entitled
Skul'ptor (The sculptor). Baratynskij was indirectly, through his friends Odoevskij
and I. Kireevskij, influenced by German Idealistic philosophy, particularly that of
Schelling, although it is ùnclear as yet how far this influence went. (see, in this
regard: G. Kjetsaa, Evgenij Baratynskij. 2izn' i tvortestvo, Oslo 1973, p. 136, and
168; see also S. Pratt, Russian Metaphysical Romanticism: the Poetry of Tiutchev
and Boratynskii. Stanford 1984, p. 20 (Studies of the Russian Institute, Columbia
University). Baratynskij's verses ideai with the Greek myth on the nymph Galathea
who, alter having carved by by Pygmalion, is inspired with life, and subsequently
becomes the latter's mistress. The first lines run as follows: rny6oloiti B3op 'anemia
Ha xameHb, / X ynO*1-114K H14141:Py B nem npo3pen, / 11 npo6e*an no xotnam
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And he concludes his argumentation with the words:
Tax HHKTO xpome camoro HmnpoBH3aTopa ne MO*OT HOHATb 3Ty
6wcTpoTy Briemamnem42, 3Ty Tecnyto C135136 me*ay CO6CTBeHHbild
1340XHOBeHlieM H y*notí Bnellilieio B0J1e10... (381)
Similarly, no one except the improvisatore himself can comprehend this
alacrity of impressions, this close tie between one's own inspiration and
another's external will... (255).

In the words `inspiration' and `external will' the processes of `cognition' and `recognition' are presented as opposed elements.
The conception of the work of art a's being the result of a combination of by themselves opposed processes `recognition' and `cognition' was developed by several Russian romantic writers. Generally
speaking, the conviction that mere imitation does not only imply the
death of art, but of the artist too, was prevalent in Romanticism. In
other words, an art which presupposes nothing more but a process of
recognition going on in the perceiver, should be rejected. 15 Pulkin's

nnameHb, / 14 K He4 oH cepnuem noneTen ('Fastening a Jeep glance on the stone,/
The artist began to see a nymph in it;/ A flame ran across his veins,/ And his heart
dashed toward it', 1841 - E. A. Baratynskij, Polnoe sobranie so•inenij, Leningrad
1957, p.187). In these lines the process of cognition on the ride of the artist is
associated with the motif of 'passion', which was, in Pulkin's lines on the
ìmproviser, expressed by the image of fire. Then, in the remaining lines, the process
of recognition plays a key role. This is, again, associated with the motif of
`constraint' in a way similar to that uscd by Pu`skin. Thus the second stanza runs as
follows: Ho 6eciwilemHo Ho*penennbin, /Y*e oti anacTayeT co6o%: /
HeToponnimuH, nocTeneimun / PC3CU C 6ormill coxponeriHoPi / Kopy cHHmaeT
3a Kopon... floKyna, cTpacTh ypa3ymen / noA AaCKOR nicpa4mHnoti pe3ua, /
OTBeTHbim 83opom ranaTen / He ynne‘geT, >Kenanbem paesi, / i< no6eRe Herm
wipeua CBut, endlessly full of desire as he is) He already masters himselfl
Unhurriedly, gradually/ The chisel removes from the concealed goddess/ Crust after
crust...Until, comprehending his passioni Under the ingratiating caress of the chisei) Galatea, with an answering look,/ Allures, glowing with desire) The artist
• toward the victory of voluptuousness' - idem, 187). The word 'answering' is essential
as this marks the moment at which the combination of the processes of recognition
and cognition are completed. It is, of course, no coincidence that this word is found in
the last sentence of the poem.
15 This was clearly explained in Gogol's story The Portrait. The author emphasizes
that an inscrutable idea is hidden in everything; consequently an author should be
considered a creator than a mere copier of nature. This conception also originates in
German Idealistic thought, whose most champion in Russia was Belinskij. (See, in
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own poem To a painter dating from 1815 is illustrative. Having invited the addressee to paint his beloved the poet concludes his verses
with the following stanzas:
ripoapaimbl 801111W noigniaana
HaKHHb Ha Tpenemylo rpyab.
4-ro6 H non HI1M Otla nbuana,
XoTena TanHO BOMOXHyTh.
flpenc-raab mez-rry 11106814 Cl bliVIHBOR.
H TOPI KOT0p010 Auwy,
PyKoh /11060BHIIKa CliaCTIINBOri
131-1113y SI MISI nonnmay.

The limpid, transparent waves of the shawi •
Throw them on the shivering bosom,
In order that it languishes under it,
Itching to sigh in secret.
Submit the dream of a bashful love.
And then I will write under the portrait the name of her,
through whom I breathe,
With the hand of a happy lover (Piain 1956: I, 183).

The concluding word `name' is essential, as the combination of
the processes of recognition and cognition, manifests itself in it. Use
is again made of a procedure of duplication, as the addresser presents
himself as 'breathing' in the described figure. Thus the personal element of cognition is expressed. On the other hand, the process of recognition is expressed as the represented person is supposed to be
recognizable for other persons too. The painter, i.e. the addressee, is
considered to be the person enabling the addresser to carry out the
combination of the two processes of recognition and cognition. Having done this, the latter writes the name of the represented person under the portrait." In other words, this poem again confirms Pulkin's

this regard, the detailed discussion in R. Peace, The Enigma of Gogol. An Examination of the Writings of N. V. Gogol and their Place in the Russian Literary Tradition,

Cambridge 1981, p. 116, and the notes on 321, ,as well as R. Fanger, The Creation of
Nikolaj Gogol, Cambridge 1979, p. 114 and n. 36 on p. 278.
16 Names, as is well known, belong to the deictic words, i. e. those words, the primary task of which resides in the fact that they draw tbe perceiver's attention to the
person of the speaker as well as the time and piace of the utferance.
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conviction that a work of art should not come about as a mere result
of copying external reality.
To conclude, attention should be paid to the phenomenon of duplication as it manifests itself in the rcpresentation of the literary figures. Reference was already made to Carskij, who, at the outset, is
presented as the figure to whom the poet's task is not reserved.
Exactly this task is to be fulfilled by the person who reported to
disturb him at the moment inspiration comes over him, i.e. the Italian
improviser. In this feature that Carskij does not function as the real
poet his signalling function resides. The realization of the motif of
`the poet' in the story takes piace gradually. In other words, the procedure of duplication is used as an effective means to postpone the
moment of its identification by the perceiver in the manner indicated
by Valéry. This gradual realization takes place in such a way that in
each of the succeeding phases of the narrative the range of reference
of this motif is further limited. This also holds for the world in which
the poet is operative. Again, at the beginning Carskij is introduced as
the person who constantly denies his poetic activities. Then we are
confronted with the improviser who is to bear poetic qualities. However, firstly, he is presented as playing different roles in society:
necy, Bbl 6b1 nprtua.mt 6W ero 3a pa3o6alecise — 3a 110.1111TH4eCK0r0 3arosoputHica; B nepenHen — 3a mai:ma -rana, Toprywittero 3.ruixempamm H Mbill16511(0144 (374).

BCTpeTSICb C 3T14M LleflOBeKOM B

6ORMIKa;

B

If you had met this man in the woods, you would have taken him for a
robber; in society, for a political conspirator, and in an anteroom, for a
charlatan, peddling elixirs and arsenic (251).

Thus he is a mere intruder here from the external world. In the
next phase, however, he appears to belong to the ,category of artists
(A HeanonkrraricntA XyaCI)ICHIIK — 1- 0B0pkin He3HaKOMbill, 374; "I
am an Neapolitan artist", said the stranger, 251). This category is, in
its turn, refined as explicit reference is made to musicians. Thus originally Carskij thinks that the man is a celio-player who gave to St.
Petersburg to give concertos. But the process of refining is continued
as the intruder appears to be a poet; i.e. he appears to belong to the
same class as Carskij:
— HeT, eccelenza! — OTBegan mranbsuieu, — si deTuibul Hmnpoam3aTop.
— Hmnpoakt3aTop! — BOCKJIHKIlyJI gapCKFIll, 1104yBCTBOBaB BCIO
*eCTOKOCTb caoero o6xo*neuma (376).
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No, eccelenza! answered the Italian. "I am a penniless improviser" "An
improviser!". exclaimed Charskii realizing the cruelty of his conduct.

(252).
The above-mentioned duplication of the literary figures is consistently maintained in the whole text. Consequently, all extra frames in
the narrative are shattered. Thus the figures occurring into the verselines which are inserted in the prose-text mirror those of the latter.
Reference was already made to the earskij who `returns' in the improviser. The latter, in his turn, `returns' in the poem as it is made by
him. Then, the procedure of `splitting up' of the figures appears as
earskij does not only re-appear in the persons of the improviser, but
allo in that of Tasso who is mentioned as one of the subjects set to
the improviser. In his turn, the improviser does not only re-appear in
Carskij, but in other persons too. Cleopatra, for instance, is similar to
the improviser in his quality of a poet. Thus by her attitude she defies
the bourgeois world. In the embcdding prose-text this attitude is personified in the improviser. The procedure of supplication bears a
special kind as literary figures are presented as being placed in a juxtaposition with their counterparts. The motif of `avarice' is illustrative
in this regard. Thus, immediately after his first performance for earskij, the Italian begins to worry about the price he should ask for his
appearance in front of such a fashionable public. The motif is depicted as opposite to that of `poetic talent':
HenpBB-mo 6Wn0 Llapckomy C BWCOTW 11033HH anpyr yllaCTb non
.nasKy

o611apy*ku1 TaKy10 AHK340 »canonparinsen IlacpKomy... (381) .
It was unpleasant for Charskii in fall so suddenly from the height of poetry into the bookkeeper's office... The occasion revealed so much unbridled greed in the Italian... that Charskii became . disgusted with him... (255)
KOHTOIMUHKa...

liOCTb... 4TO OH

This motif of `greed' and `avarice', in its turn, re-appears in Cleopatra, the figure who, according to Aurelius Victor, in his Liber de
Viris Illustribus, prostituted herself in exchange of the life of her
lovers. The opposition between Cleopatra and the ordinary world
manifests itself in the fact that Cleopatra's audience recoils after terrible words that she will have her lover executed (PeKna — H y*ac
Bcex o6bemneT/ N orpac -rbio nporHy.nil cepnua, 388; Thus she.
All , hearts are set aflutter/ I y passion' blent with dreadful qualm,
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259). 17 Summarizing, Cleopatra combines the motifs 'avarice' (realized in her prostitute-like tendency) and 'poetic talent', present in the
improviser too.
The improviser's a-social attitude manifests itself during his first
improvisation before earskij, as long as he presents himself as obsessed by poetry. However, his socially conditioned attitude is evident from the fact that he is also a representative of the crowd, which
is obsessed by greed of vile recreation. Thus he appears in public, as
a man obsessed, by lust for money. The same motif of lust' appears
in all subjects which are set to the improviser by his audience as none
of these deal with the theme of art (Matlaw 1954: 115). Moreover, the
motif of which is, besides those of 'poetry' and 'avarice', personified in Cleopatra, also manifests itself in the figure of the young
lady who sets the subject 'Cleopatra and her lovers'. It is no coincidente that she is depicted as ugly. The procedure of duplication results in the fact that she is the counterpart of the beautiful Egyptian
queen, operative within the frame of the poem. However, the quality
of beauty is not reserved to the queen only. There is another female
who is described as being pretty and intrepid as well. She is operative
outside the framework of the poem. She shares the quality of beauty
with the queen; it was observed that the latter defies all young men
present in her palate to share her bed for one night in exchange for
their life. The girl, after having got up, self-confidently reads aloud
the content of the scrap of paper:
omytneHHA H co scemo*Hoio npocTo-roio
onyeruna B ypHy apHc -roKpai wiecKyio pyttky... (385).
She rose without the slightest embarrassment, put her small aristocratie
hand into the urn with the most natural gesture
OHa BCTB-Ba 6e30 BCSIK0r0

After she has read the subject 'Cleopatra e i suoi amanti', the improviser reacts as follows:
IimnpoBH3a-rop Immo noKnout.ncsi npeKpacuot Aule... (385).

The improvisatore bowed deeply, with a look of profound gratitude, to the
beautiful lady ... (257).
Whereas, in her turn, the pretty girl is presented as sharing the
above-mentioned qualities with the queen, she is also presented as
being different from her as she is not marked by lust. It was observed

17

See also Matlaw 1954: 113.
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that this feature is distintive of the ugly girl, who is also operative
outside the frame of the poetic text. All qualities, occurring in the literary figures, positive as well as negative, are combined in the person
of Cleopatra, who is presented in the poem which concluder the
story, even it is taken in account that this is not complete.
It may be concluded from the above-mentioned examples, taken
from Egyptian nights that the procedure of duplication is effective to
suggest that an even incomplete text is complete. This observation is
valuable for the analysis of romantic texts given the fact that their
fragmentary character often hardly bears an incidental character, but
is the result of a consistently used literary procedure.
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